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bility of abradable coatings as gas-path seals in a general avi-
ation turbofan engine. The program was conducted as part of the
Materials for Advanced Turbine Engines (MATE) Program under
Contract NAS3-20073.
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INTRODUCTION
The NASA Materials for Advanced Turbine Engines (MATE) Pro-
gram is a cooperative effort with industry to accelerate intro-
duction of new materials into aircraft turbine engines. As part
of this effort, AiResearch was authorized under Contract NAS3-
20073 to evaluate the application and advantages of abradable
coatings as gas-path seals in a general aviation turbine engine--
the AiResearch TFE731-3. Abradable seal materials were evaluated
for use on the high-pressure compressor, the high-pressure tur-
bine, and the low-pressure turbine shrouds as illustrated in
Figure i.
The evaluation process included: the initial screening and
selection of candidate materials; the determination of the phys--
ical and performance characteristics of the candidate materials
through interim full-scale engine testing; the selection of mater-
ials showing greatest potential for further evaluation; the devel-
opment of the final process parameters, and the demonstration of
these materials by a full-scale engine test.
Target goals for the abradable coatings were:
(i) coating/blade-tip wear ratio greater than 15:1
(2) coating debris size less than 0.254-mm (0.010 inch)
(3) coating cost less than 10 percent of part cost
(4) coating-erosion resistance at least i0,000 hours
The target goal for the engine use of the abradables is:
(5) reduce specific fuel consumption (SFC) by at least
1.5 percent
This document constitutes Volume I of a two-volume report
presenting the results of the investigations and tests performed
under MATE Project 2, Abradable Compressor and Turbine Seals.
This volume covers all of Project 2 except Tasks VI and VII, the
Final Full-Scale Engine Test and Post-Test Analysis. Those tasks
are the subjects of Volume II of this Project Completion Report.
Project 2 was divided into the following tasks:
Task I - Manufacturing Technology
Task II - Material/Process Selection
Task III - Component Design
1
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Task IV - Manufacturing Process Development
Task V - Component Fabrication
Task VI - Engine Testing
Task VII - Post-Test Analysis
In Task I, the initial selection of candidate materials for
Interim Full-Scale Engine Testing was accomplished. During
Task II, Interim Engine Testing of the initially selected
materials was conducted, and then additional candidate materials
were screened and engine tested. In Task III, the component
design required to adapt the TFE731-3 hardware to permit Full-
Scale Engine Testing of the most promising materials was accom-
plished. In Task IV, the fabrication methods used in the manu-
facture of engine test hardware were finalized, and in Task V, the
hardware necessary to support the Final Full-Scale Engine Tests
was manufactured.
The engine testing, performance comparisons, and post-test
evaluations of the gas-path seals are described in Volume II of
this report.
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SUMMARY
The purpose of this program was to evaluate the effectiveness
of abradable coatings for gas-path seals on the high-pressure com- 1
pressor, the high-pressure turbine, and the low-pressure turbine
shrouds of the AiResearch TFE731-3 Turbofan Engine.
Task I screened a number of potential candidate materials by
review of available data and material properties testing. The
most promising candidates, as described in Table I, were selected
for further evaluation in the first Task II Interim Engine Test.
Task II included the assembly of a test engine with build-up
clearances calculated to ensure seal rubs, and the subsequent tes-
ting of the selected materials in a full-scale experimental engine
test. In an expansion of the initial program, a second group of
candidate materials, as described in Table If, was selected and
subjected to a similar engine test. Based on the evaluation of
the test results of the two sets of shrouds, material avail-
ability, cost, and other factors, the group of tested materials
listed in Table I!I was selected for more extensive, endurance-
type engine testing in Task VI.
Task III included the redesign, where required, of TFE731-3
Engine components to accommodate the specific abradable materials
selected in Task If. The redesign was based on the Task II engine
assembly data, modified as necessary by Task II test results. The
redesign was accomplished to acco_T, odate the desired abradable
material thickness and ensure proper engine build-up clearances.
In Task IV, the processes used to fabricate the abradable
test hardware and the method of attachment were finalized and
documented for those materials selected for the final engine test.
In Task V, two complete sets of test hardware were fabricated
to support the final engine test of Task Vl. The test hardware
was fabricated using the techniques developed in Task II and
finalized in Task IV. The program cost goal of applying the
selected abradable coatings for less than a 10-percent increase in
component cost was achieved.
The Full-Scale Engine Testing (Task VI) and the Post-Test
Analysis (Task VII) are reported separately in Volume II of this
report.
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TABLE I. CAJ4DIDATE ABRADABLE MATERIALS SELECTED FOR TH£ FIRST TASK II INTERIM ENGINE TEST
5.rength _Enqine
Material Material Level, Attachment Material IBu,ld
Engine Cqmponent Identification Compoaition MPa (psi) Method Source [Number
High-Pressure UCAR AB-I 3 Nickel-Chromium 8.27 (1200} Direct Union 1
Compressor: Sinter Carbide
Teat Item:
Abradable Plug UCAR AB-I Nickel-Chrom:um 8.27 (I2S0) Direct Union l
(replaceable |hoe) Sinter Carbide
Installed in Shroud. UCAR AB-3 Nickel-Chromium 7.58 (LIOS Direct Union i
Impeller surface Sinter Carbide
Speed -
548.b m/lec UCAR AB-3 Nickel-Chromium 5.52 (800 Direct Union 1
(1800 (t/sec); Slnter CarbiJe
700*K (80B'F). Fe]tmetal Haynes 25 ........ Braze _runswick 1
501
metro SF Aluminum-Silic)n .... Phelmospray AiResearch 1
Metro CE Bronze/Boron Nitride ..... Thermospray Metco 1
2019
High-Pressure Turbine: UCAR AS-4 Nickel-Chromium- 1].03 (lb00) Braze Union l
Test Item: Complete Aluminum Carbide
Shroud.
Rotor Tip Speed UCAR AB-4 Nickel-Chromium- 13.79 (2000) Braze Union 1
(RTS) - 427 m/see Aluminum Carbide
(1400 ft/sec}; UCAR Am-4 Nickel*Chromium- 16.35 (2400) Braze Union !
1311*K (Ig00sF). Aluminum Carbide
tlCAR AB-4 b Nickel-Chromium- 13,79 (2000) Braze Un:on 2
Alumlnum Carbide
Bradel_oy .... 24.32 (Jb00) Braze and Howmet-G,L_ 2
500" Ssnter
Low-Pressure TurbLne: 1Test Item: CompleteShroud (each staqe).
First-Stage: UCAR AB-2 Nickel-Chromium _,96 (I_00) Braze Union I
RTS - 380 m/sec C,_rbldr
(1250 tt/sec); UCAR AB-2 d !Nickel-Chromium 0.96 (1300 _a_e Un*on JlI44tK (I600"F).
Honeycomb d Hastelloy-X -- - _rJze _z_esearcr
Second-Staqe: UCAR AB-2 Nickel-Chromium 8.96 (1300) I_raze Union J
RTS - 412 m/see Carb:d,,
(1350 _t/sec); Solab[ade c Hastelloy-X .... Braze Kelsey-1033"K (L400"F).
Itayes
Th aid-Stage : UCAR A_-2 (t NicKel-Chromium I 8._ (iJ00 Braze Unzon 1
RTS - 4}I m/aec J C.rhi(Jr
[1430 ft/aec); UCAR AS-2 d NLckel-Chtom_um b.52 _00 bz4ze Un_n t9_2"K (12OO'r).
t'drbldl,
leltme_al 11S-188 .... blazP Brunswick
522"
I
lliqh-Strength Ha:still Preoxldl_ed Down to -B.J7 MPa (-i_00 psi)
b
Materlal 5_rength Level Based _,r Build I Result:.
C Build 2 8ascline M,tterlals, No,: if,_ted In 'i'aSk | or laSi I|, bOli,) I
d
ApplosimateIy 180* of Sh_ou,'
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TABLE If. CANDIDATE ABRADABLE MATERIALS SELECTED FOR THE SECOND TASK £I INTERIM ENGINE TEST
Engine
Material Material Attachment _aterial Build
Engine Component Identilioation Composition Method Source Number
High-Pressure Feltmetal 515B Hastelloy-X Braze Brunswick 3
Compressor: Metco T310-L0 Aluminum-Graphite-Silicon Thermospray Metro 3Test Item:
Abradable Metro T301-10 Boron-Nitride Cermet Thermospray Netco 3
Plug (replace- Metco P601-10 Aluminum-Polyester Plasmaspray MeLco 3
able shoe)
Installed in
Shroud.
Impe|ler Suriace
Speed - 548.6
m/sec (1800 it/
sec):
_00*K (B00*F).
Hxgh-P_essure Brunsbond Composxte Zirconium Oxide (Y203 Braze Brunswick 3
Turb)ne: Stabilized)
Teat Item:
Metro T201-10 Z_r¢onium Oxide (C,_0 Thermosprsy Metro 3
Complete Stabilized)Shroud,
Hotor TXp Speed Metco P443-i0 NicKel-Chromium-Aluminum PIasmaspray Metro 3
(HTS)-427 m/see [Dense)
[i400 tt/sec);
I]LI*K (Ig00"P_ Metro P44]-I0 Nickel-Chromium-Al_m_num _lasmaspray Metro 3
(Open)
Low-Pressure
Turbine:
Test Items:
Complete
Shroud (each
stage).
First-stage: Hc)neycomb a Hastelloy-X Br4ze Kelsey-Hayes 3
H'rs-)80 m/sec So[abrade a Hastelloy-X Bra_e Kelsey-Hsyes ](1250 t[/sec);
LI44*K [1600*F) Metro T450-14 NlcWel-Aluminum Thermosp_ay Metro 4
Second-stage: Metro TJOL-10 Boron-NLtr_de Cermet Thermospray Metco ]
W_;-4L2 m/sec
(I]50 ft/sec); }'eltmetal 5]7 Iron-Nickel-Chromium- Bra_e Brunsw;ck 4
t0]]*K ([400*F) Aluminum-Yttrium
Third-Stage: Metro _O4NS B_o_e/_oron-N_trLde Therm_spray Metro I
B'1'S-4]6 m/aec Composite i(14J0 it/see); Fe[tmetal 515 lion-Chromium- B:4Z_' Brun_wlck 4922"K (1200"_') Alumlnum-¥ttrlum
1
a Appgoxim,|teiv [_0" o[ Sh(oud
6
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mTABLE III. CANDIDATE ABRADABLE MATERIALS SELECTED FOR
TASK VI 150-HOUR ENGINE TEST
Approximate
Engine Gas Temperature, Material Material
Component "K (°F) Identification Composition
High-Pressure 700 (800) Metco P601-10 Aluminum-
Compressor Polyester
High-Pressure 1311 (1900) UCAR AB-4 a Nickel-Chromium-
Turbine Aluminum
Metco a Nickel-Chromium-
P443-I0 (open) Aluminum
,,,L
Low-Pressure
Turbine
First Stage 1144 (1600) Honeycomb Hastelloy-X
Second Stage 1033 (1400) Metco T301-10 Boron Nitride
Cermet
Third Stage 922 (1200) Metco 304 NS Bronze/Boron
Nitride
a Each Material To Be Tested for 50 Hours with the Best
Candidates Selected for the Final 50-Hour Test
TASK I - MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY
Scope
In Task I, Union Carbide Corporation (UCAR), the primary sub-
contractor, screened a number of abradable materials potentially
suitable as gas-path seals on the high-pressure compressor, high-
pressure turbine, and low-pressure turbine shrouds with the objec-
tive of choosing candidate materials for t_e interim engine
testing scheduled for Task II. The screening effort included
extensive physical- and mechanical-property tests of the abradable
materials, and evaluation of methods of attachment of the abrad-
able material to the substrate.
Screening Test Procedure
The screening tests and evaluations of the candidate
materials included the following:
(a) Metallographic examination before and after selected
tests.
{b) Room-temperature tensile tests to determine coating
strength and coating-substrate bond strength {peel
tests). Tensile tests were conducted prior to and fol-
lowing oxidation tests. The peel test consisted of
measuring the force required to peel the foil backing
from a 25-cm (10-inch) wide strip of abradable material.
{c) Oxidation tests were conducted at elevated temperatures
for a period of 500 hours. High-pressure compr3ssor
candidate materials were tested at 811"K {1000"F), high-
pressure turbine materials at 1311"K {1900"F), and low-
pressure turbine materials at I144"K (1600"F). The
amount of oxidation was determined by tle weight gain of
the samples due to oxide formation as a function of time.
(d) Abradability tests were conducted at room temperature on
flat specimens using a rotating titanium alloy blade to
rub the high-pressure compressor seal materials, an
INCONEL 600* knife edge and blade for the low-pressure
turbine rubs, and an INCONEL 600 blade for the high-
pressure turbine rubs. All rubs were made at a blade
tip speed of 55 m/see {180 ft/sec), and an interaction
rate of 0.025 mm/sec {0.001 inch/sec) to produce a rub
depth of approximately 0.76 mm {0.03 inch).
*INCONEL 600 is a registered trademark of Huntington Alloys
Division of the International Nickel Company.
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(e) Er_,sion testing (grit-blasting) was accompli._)_ed by
directing a measured quantity of No. 30 silicon carbide
(SIC) shot against the abradable sample at an impirge- i
ment angle of 30 degrees. The grit blast gun used a
3.175-mm (0.125-inch) nozzle operating at 0.28-MPa (4C-
psi) air pressure. Erosion depth and sample weight loss
measurements were made at prescribed intervals.
Screening Test Results
High-Pressure Compresso ! Shroud - A summary of the measured
properties of the UCAR high-pressure compressor candidate shroud
materials and the baseline material (Metco SF) is presented in
Table IV.
i. UCAR AB-I and AB-3*. Three strength levels each of
direct-sinter UCAR AB-I and AB-3 were evaluated. Both basic
structures are of a nominal 80-percent nickel and 20-percent
chromium alloy composition with UCAR AB-I having the coarser
structure as shown in F_gt_e 2.
Evaluation of both OCA,_ structures after the 500-hour oxida-
tion test at 811°K (100C_F% showed small weight gains over the
test period. Figure 3 illustrates the data and also presents data
previously obtained by UCAR at 922°K (1200°F). Based on examina-
tion of photomicrographs of the oxidized samples, it was apparent
that oxide formation at 811°K (1000°F) was minimal. The oxidation
occurred exclusively at the particle surfaces. Typical photo-
micrographs of the two oxidized materials are shown in Figure 4.
The tensile-strength values of the UCAR materials did not
decrease substantially as a function of the 500-hour oxidation
test. Figure 5 presents this data and illustrates other data
previously obtained by UCAR. Failure of all samples subjected to
tensile testing occurred in the porous metal, indicating the
stability of the direct-sinter bond.
A total of 15 grams (0.529 ounce) of silicon carbide shot was
used for each erosion test, with erosion data being taken after
each 5-gram (0.176-ounce) increment. The weight loss and surface
erosion data is tabulated in Table IV and presented graphically in
Figure 6. This figure clearly depicts the expected trend of
increasing erosion resistance with increasing material strength
levels.
*UCAR AB-I and AB-3 _e tLdde name_ for products produced by the
Union Carbide Corporation.
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Figure 6. Erosion Behavior of Union Carbide Abradable Materials
(Direct-Sinter Attachment) for the High-Pressure
Compressor Shroud
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Peel tests were conducted both before and after the 500-hour
oxidation test with the results tabulated in Table IV. These
tests showed that the bond was stronger than the abradable
material. There was no significant decrease in the strength of
the bond as a function of the oxidation test.
The abradability tests on UCAR materials illustrated that
abradability is inversely proportional to tensile strength. Both
AB-1 and AB-3 smeared at the 9.6-MPa (1400-psi) tensile strength
and sufficient heat was generated to discolor the test blade tips.
Previous testing by UCAR on materials of similar strength levels
showed comparable results. Preoxidized 6.89 MPa (1000 psl) AB-3
proved to be more abradable than nonoxidlzed material of the same
strength. Preoxidized 9.6-MPa (1400-psi) AB-1 smeared and caused
measurable blade wear, while nonoxidized AB-I material of equiva-
lent strength smeared but did not produce any blade wear. Photo-
graphs of rub surfaces of tested UCAR materials are presented in
Figure 7.
2. Metro SF*. Metro SF spray is currently used in the high-
pressure compressor section of the production TFE731-3 Turbofan
Engine. Samples of this aluminum-silicon coating on tEree thick-
nesses of INCONEL 718"* backing were provided to UCAR by
AiResearch for screening tests using the same procedures as those
used to test the UCAR AB-I and AB-3. Measured properties deter-
mined in these tests are included in Table IV.
Both tensile strength and peel strength for the Metro SF
samples were significantly lower than those for the UCAR abrad-
ables. The low tensile strength was a result of failure at the
SF-INCONEL 718 interface (bond area) rather than failure in the
coating. This poor bonding was probably caused by the process
modifications required to metal spray a flat plate rather than a
contoured shroud. Based on the field experience of this coating
in the AiResearch TFE731 Engine, it was concluded that the
strength and bond propertles of the test specimens were not repre-
sentative of Metro SF coatings.
During oxidation tests, a much larger weight increase was
observed for the Metro SF spray than for the UCAR abradables, as
noted in Table IV. The bond interface had expanded due to oxide
formation, and contained a high percentage of voids as shown in
Figure 8. The sprayed structure also appeared to expand upon
oxidation, and the number of voids within the structur$ was
appreciably greater following the oxidation exposure (as aJm_wn in
Figure 9).
*Metro SF is a trade name of Metro, Inc.
**INCONEL 718 is a registered trademark of Huntington Alloys
Division of the International Nickel Company.
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In the abradability tests, the Metro SF test samples did not
abrade as readily as the UCAR material, a greater amount of
energy was required to attain an equivalent rub depth, flakes of
the spray peeled Jff, some material transferred to the blade tip,
and partial separation of the spray from the INCONEL 718 backing
was observed. Illustrations of the Metro SF tests are presented
in Figure 10.
The erosion test data, tabulated in Table IV, indicates that
the Metro SF resistance to erosion is equal to or better than the
resistance of the UCAR materials.
3. Simulated Direct-Sinter Thermal Test. A finished
INCONEL 718 high-pressure compressor shroud was subjected to
approximately 1450eK (2150eF) for 24 hours to simulat6 the most
severe thermal treaUuent expected in direct sintering of UCARAB-1
or [/CAR AB-3 to the shroud. Inspection after the 24-hour
exposure, and after the subsequent solution and age heat treat-
ments showed minor changes in shroud-flange flatness and bolt-
circle diameter. Therefore, to avoid any dimensional problems,
procedures were established to ensure that the final machining
operations were accomplished after completion of all heat-
treatment operations.
High-Pressure Turbine Shroud - Two strength levels of UCAR
AB-4* were evaluated for use in the 1311eK (1900°F) high-pressure
turbine section. Typical properties for the two strength levels
are given in Table V.
1, UCAR AB-4. This structure is a nominal 70-percent
nickel, 20-percent chromium, and 10-percent aluminum composition
that provides increased oxidation protection st high-temperature
levels as compared to 80-percent nickel, and 20-percent chromium
material.
The oxidation behavior of UCAR AB-4 at 13110K (1900*F) is
shown in Figure 11. This figure illustrates that there was a
rapid increase in weight gain and volume growth, due to oxidation,
during the first 100 hours at temperature. During this interval,
a tightly-adhering aluminum-oxide shell formed around the
individual samples. Once a shell of sufficient thickness was
attained, the oxidation rate decreased, a_ shown in Figure 11.
Typical microstructures of nonoxidized and oxidized AB-4 material
are shown in Figure 12. In the oxidized specimen, thick oxide-
shells surround the particles, but no significant internal oxida-
tion has occurred.
*UCAR AB-4 is a trade name of the Union Carbide Corporation.
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The ability of this structure to sustain long-term usage
after 500 hours of exposure at 1311"K (1900°F) is shown in
Figure 13. The retention, of only 70 percent of the original
strength may lead to increased erosion during service. Consider-
, able data, previously-generated by UCAR, exists showing the effects
of oxidation time at 1273°K (1832°F) on the tensile strength
of UC_RAB-4. As shown in Figure 14r the tensile strength increases
during the first 250 hours of exposure, followed by a gradual
decrease with additional exposure time. The strength retention at
1273"K (1832°F) is considered excellent.
Clean rub surfaces resulting from the abradabiltty tests on
both strength levels of _B-4 materiels are shown in Figure 15.
An erosion test was conducted only on the high-strength AB-4
material. The sample tended to pit in areas rather than uniformly
erode in the blast area (as shown in Figure 16). The weight loss
was greater than that observed for the other UCAR abradable
structures, partially due to the coarser particle size of the
AB-4.
2. Braze Evaluation fcr UCARAB-4. Three braze alloys were
evaluated: LM Ntcrobraz* (_S 4777 Type), Ntcrobraz 150", and
Nicrobraz 210". Using these braze alloys, UCAR AB-4 coupons were
brazed to INCONEL 600 substrat.es, and then subjected to long-term
static oxidation at 1273°K (1832°F). After 500 hours of oxida-
tion, cross-sections of each brazed coupon were examined. Based
on these evaluations, Nicrobraz 150 was eliminated because of its
lower oxidation resistance. Microstructures for each braze compo-
sition, before and after oxidation, are presented in Figures 17
through 19.
Additional braze evaluations were made with LM Nicrobraz and
Nicrobraz 210 using L-605 alloy (Haynes 25**) as a substrate
material. Typical mlcrostructures before and after oxidation, for
500 hours at 1275°K (1832°F), are shown in Figures 20 and 21. The
oxide formation was greater on the L-605 alloy than on the
INCONEL 600 alloyt however, both joints remained sound.
Full-size hlgh-pressure turbine shroud segments were fabri-
cated using UCAR AB-4 abradable material brazed with LM Nicrobraz.
A view of the brazed assembly is shown in Figure 22. X-ray
examination did not reveal any dlsbonded areas following the com-
pletlon of the 500-hour oxidation testing at 1273"K (1832"F).
Further oxidation testing was conducted at the higher temperature
i .
*Nicrobraz LM, 150, and 210 are registered trade names of Wall-
Colmonoy Corp.
**L-605 (Haynes 25) is a registered trademark of Union Carbide
Corp.
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Figure 16. Erosion Test Surface of UCAR AB-4 Abradable
Material (Braze Attachment) for the High-
Pressure Turbine Shroud (Mag.: Approx. 5X)
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Figure 22. Brazed High-Pressure Turbine Shroud Segment of
the UCAR AB-4 Abradable Material Brazed with
LM Nicrobraz (Mag.: I/2X)
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of 1323°K (1922"F) where failure occurred at the abradable-
substrate interface (bond joint) after 370 hours (as shown in
I Figure 23). The braze became completely oxidized at these condi-tions and the weight gain of the brazed piece is illustrated inFigure 24.
Ii Excessive braze ,_icking was encountered when brazing UCARAB-4 with Nicrobraz 210. Therefor , th LM Nicrobraz (AMS4777
Type) was selected for brazing the AB-4 to the shroud segments for
the Task II Interim Engine Testing even though oxidation of the
joint can occur if temperatures exceed 1311°K (1900°F). With
cooling air directed at the back of the shroud segment retaining
hardware, temperatures at the braze joint were not expected to
exceed 1283°K (1850°F).
Low-Pressure Turbine Shrouds - Two strength levels of foil-
backed UCAR AB-2* material -- 5.5 MPa (800 psi) and 9.0 MPa (1300
psi) -- were evaluated fOE potential use in the low-pressure
turbine section of the TFE731 Engine. A summary of the measured
properties of these materials is given in Table VI.
I i. UCAR AB-2. This structure is a nominal 80-percent
nickel and 20-percent chromium (80Ni-20Cr) alloy powder that has
been brazed onto an INCONEL 600 foil-backing strip. The structure
has been treated with a UCAR proprietary coating for oxidation
! protection at higher operating temperatures than is normally
i_ possible with the 80Ni-20Cr material.
Testing of the UCAR material in the low-pressure turbine was
[, the same as for the high-pressure compressor materials testing
except that oxidation studies were conducted at I144°K (1600°F).
i This temperature is typical of the operating environment in thefirst-stage low-pressure turbine of the TFE731-3 Engine. Results|_ indicate that this st:ucture is capable of long-term operation at
_ this temperature level. Weight gains as a function of time are
depicted in Figure 25 (this curve includes data previously gener-
ated by UCAR). Strength retention during long-term oxidation
exposure is shown in Figure 26, and is considered sufficient to
minimize erosion in service with a shrouded blade. Typical micro-
structures of the nonoxidized and oxidized UCAR AB-2 material are
presented in Figure 27. Oxidation occurred primarily at the
surface of the particles.
The erosion test results indicated that the higher strength
structure was slightly more erosion resistant. The blast surfaces
of both strength--level materials eroded uniformly with no evidence
of excessive particle pullout.
_ *UCAR AB-2 is a trade name of the Union Carbide Corporation.
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Figure 23. Microstructure Showing Failu.'e Region of the
Brazed Joint in a High-Pressure Turbine Shroud
Segment After 37C Hours at 1323°K (1922°F)
(Mag.: 100X)
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Separate samples of the two strength levels were tested for
abradability using both INCONEL 600 knife edges and blades.
Figure 28 presents the rub surface after the blade test. In this
test, the higher strength structure smeared heavily over the rub
area, and the test blade was discolored to a blue tint. The 5.5-MPa
(800-psi) structure contained only a few areas of slight galling.
[Again, in the knife-edge test, slight galling was experienced on the
5.5-MPa (800-psi) structure, whereas the 9.0 MPa (1300. psi)
structure smeared excessively.]
! 2. Abradabilit¥ Tests of UCAR AB-2 Solvent-Cleaned
i _. Since it might have been necessary to use electrical
discharge machining (EI_4) for cutting the foil-backed material,
tests were conducted to evaluate the effects of EDM fluid and
subsequent cleaning procedures on abradabllity. Abradability
tests were run on UCAR AB-2 [5.52 MPa (800 psi)] in both the as-
bonded condition, and the as-cleaned condition following satura-
tion in EDM fluid, and subsequent ultrasonic cleaning in trich-
lorethylene or benzene. Based on appearance and the abradability
test results, both solvents were effective in removing the EDM
fluid. All of the samples were similar in appearance after
testing indicating comparable abradability.
i
Summary of Task I
The following candidate material systems and material
strength levels were selected for the Interim Engine Testing based
_ on the extensive screening tests performed at Union Carbide.
I_ High-Pressure Compressor. Virgin and Pre-oxidizedUCAR AB-I [8.27 MPa (1200 psi)]
UCAR AB-3 [7.58 MPa (II00 psi)]
i UCAR AB-3 [5.52 MPa (800 psi)]
High-Pressure Turbine:
UCAR AB-4 [11.03 MPa (1600 psi)]
UCAR AB-4 [13.79 MPa (2000 psi}]
UCAR AB-4 [16.35 MPa (2400 psi}]
Low-Pressure Turbine :
UCAR AB-2 [8.96 MPa (1300 psi}]
UCAR AB-2 [5.52 MPa ( 800 psi)]
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¢TASK II - MATERIAL AND PROCESS SELECTION
Scope
This task was designed to evaluate candidate abradable mate-
rials and attachment methods by means of full-scale Interim Engine
Tests. The results of the Task II testing and evaluation were
utilized as a basis for selection of the most promising candidates
for evaluation under the more extensive full-scale engine endur-
ance test of Task VI.
Task II included two 50-hour Interim Engine Tests. The first
Interim Engine Test, in two builds, used components fabricated
with the candidate materials listed in Table VII (same as
Table I). Thls table lists those candidate materials subjected to
properties testing in Task I plus several materials of known char-
acteristics selected either as baseline materials for comparison
purposes, or because their properties suggested a potential appli-
cation for this program.
The Second Interim Engine Test, also in two builds, used
engine components fabricated with the materials listed in
Table VIII (same as Table II). This second series of testing was
added after the completion of the first test when Union Carbide
announced that they planned to discontinue their metallic-
abradable seal business. This announcement was cause for concern
i in the MATE Program since the primary emphasis of both Task I, andthe First Interim Engine Test in Task II had been based on UCAR
materials. Therefore, working closely with NASA, a Second Interim
Engine Test was added to this Project based on available industry
materlals Including low-cost spray coatings where available.
Union Carbide has since sold their abradable business to the
Chromalloy American Corporation.
The Garrett-AIResearch TFE731-3 Turbofan Engine was selected
as the test vehicle (see Figure 29) for all Interim Engine
Testing. Candidate abradable materials were tested in the single-
stage radial high-pressure compressor (HPC), the single-stage
axlal hlgh-pressure turbine (HPT), and in each of the three axial
stages of the low-pressure turbine (LPT). The standard engine
hardware was modified only where necessary to accommodate the can-
didate abradable materials in their test configuration, provide
assembly clearances to ensure rubs, and to accommodate any special
instrumentation selected for use during the tests.
The design modifications required to incorporate the MATE
8hradable8 are described in detail in Task III. The major change
was made in the HP compressor section where an insertable plug was
designed to minimize engine assembly/disassembly, and yet maximize
the number of abradable materials that could be tested. The
plugs, wlth the abradable material mounted on one end, could then
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be installed and removed without disturbing the "cold" end of _he
engine. The details of this plug or shoe are include_ in
Task III.
First Interim Engine Test--Task II
The first 50-hour Interim Engine Test was divided into _wo
engine builds to provide minimum operating time on the various
abradables. The components and abradable mater,aim tested in each
build are listed in Table VII. Normal engine build clearances were
reduced based on operating experience and calculated rotor and
shroud growths to ensure rubs on the test abradab!es during engine
operation. Each engine build was run for approximately 25 hours.
..Engine Build 1
l. Hi h-Pressure Com ressor Shroud Tests. During the first
engine bui • coatings (as listed
in Table VII) were individually inserted into the high-pressure con-
pressor shroud and tested for approximately one hour to the test
cycle depicted in Figure 30. The shoe wa_ rubbed by the titanium
alloy (Ti-6A1-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo) impeller at takeoff conditions,
approximately 700"K (800*F) and 548.6 m/sec (1800 ft/sec) sL a
measured interaction rate of 0.025 _/minute (0.001 inch/minute).
k second one-hour test was run on a duplicate shoe for each mate-
rial to provide additional data. A typical rubbed shoe is pre-
sented in Figure 31. The tapered rub surface is due to the dif-
ferential deflection of the high-pressure compressor rotor and
shroud. For engine operation, other than abradable shoe testing,
a _ummy sho_ with a recessed face was installed to prevent gas leakage.
a. UCAR AB-1 - A layer of nickel was deposited on four
INCONEL 718 shoes as a diffusion barrierj and then UCAR AB-1
was direct-sintered to the shoe. Two of the shoes ._ere
coated with 8.2?-MPa (1200-psi) tensile strength m_teri81
while the other two were coated with a higher strength mate-
rial that was then oxidized in air at 1005°K (1350°F) for 24
hours down to approximately 8.27-MPa (1200-psi) strength.
This pretest oxidation was meant _o simulate long-time engine
tested parts. The shoes were tested as described above. X-ray
analysis of the rubbed surfaces in a scanning electron micro-
scope (SEN) did not show evidence of titanium-allcy blade
transfer, and the impeller blades did not exhibit wear. All
four shoes had similar rub surfaces with no apparent differ-
ence between oxidized and non-oxidized material. The abrad-
ability of the AI_-I material was _udged "good" bas,:d on the
appearance of the rubbed surface and the absence of titanium-
alloy blade-metal transfer. The typical appearance of the
AB-I shoes after testing is shown in Figure 32.
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Figure 30. Typical Engine Test Cycle for the First
Task II Interim Engine Test (Build 1)
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12.7 MM -- ORIGINAL(0.50 INCH) SURFACE
- (_)'(_ INCH)
10.018 INCH) I
I
ABRAOABLE
MATERIAL
SURFACE
AFTER TEST
INCONEL 718
ALLOY SHOE
Figure 31. Typical Wear Contour on High-Pressure
Compressor Test Shoes after One Hour
of Engine Testing
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(a) Optical View (Mag.: 7X)
(b) SEM Image of Rub Area (Mag.: 100X)
Figure 32. Typical Appearance of the UCAR AB-I [8.27-MPa
(1200-psi)] High-Pressure Compressor Test Shoes
After One Hour of Engine Testing
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b. UCAR AB-3 - Two strength levels of UCAR AB-3--5.52
MPa (800 psi) and 7.58 MPa (1100 psi)--were applied by
direct-sintering in a manner similar to AB-I, and then engine
tested as described previously. Examination of the rubbed
test shoes showed that some titanium-alloy had been trans-
ferred from the impeller blades, although the impeller did
not show measurable wear. The two strength levels of AB-3
gave comparable results. The appearance of the rub surface
was similar to that of AB-I, but due to the titanium pickup,
the overall abradability of AB-3 was rated below AB-I. Opti-
cal and SEM photographs of the rubbed surfaces of the two
strength-level materials are shown in Figures 33 and 34.
c. Feltmetal 501 - This material was brazed to the test
shoe surface using LM Nicrobraz (AMS 4777 Type) alloy. The
braze material "wicked" approximately 0.38 mm (0.015 inch)
into the fiber-metal structure, but this was not considered
detrimental to the test. Evaluation after the standard test
of the shoe in the engine showed a slight amount of "pull-
out" on the surface. X-ray examination of the rub surface
did not disclose the presence of titanium, and impeller wear
was not detected. The abradabi]ity of this material was
down-graded to a "fair" rating due to the pull-outs. Optical
and SEM photographs of the rub surface of the Feltmetal 501
are shown in Figure 35.
d. Metco SF - The Metco SF coated shoes were fabricated
by first applying a base coat of Metco 405*, then a flash
coat of Metcoloy No. 2*, and finally, the flame-spray coating
of Metco SF. This material is the standard high-pressure
compressor clearance-control coating applied to the produc-
tion TFE731 HP compressor shroud. This coating is not clas-
sified as a true "abradable" coating, but was tested as the
baseline high-pressure compressor coating for comparison
purposes.
The first of the two shoes tested in the engine sheared
off at the bond joint between the INCONEL 718 substrate and
the Metco 405 base coat. The amount of interference between
i the shoe and the impeller was reduced for the second test,
and the resulting rub depth was 0.025 mm (0.001 inch) with no
evidence of shear. Shearing of the first shoe occurred
because a satisfactory bond to the INCONEL 718 substrate
could not be achieved on such a small area. A view of both
tested shoes is presented in Figure 36. A highly-magnified
image of the rub surface of the second shoe is shown in
Figure 37. It is evident that continuous smearing occurred,
*Metco 405 and Me tcoloy No. _ are trade names of Metco, Inc.
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(a) Optical View (Mag.: 7X)
F
(b) SEM Image of Rub Area (Mag. : 100X)
Figure 33. Typical Appearance of the UCAR AB-3 [5.52-MPa
(800-psi)] High-Pressure Compressor Test Shoes
After One Hour of Engine Testing
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i I{EPRODUCIBILIT_ OF ';HE
_ ORIGINAL PAGB IS POOR
(a) Optlcal View (Mag. : 7X)
(b) SEM Image of Rub Area (Mag. : 100X)
Figure 34. Typical Appearance of UCAR AB-3 [7.59-MPa
(ll00-psi)] High-Pressure Compressor Test
Shoes After One Hour of Engine Testing
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Pull-outs
/
(a) optical View (Mag.: 7X)
(b) SEM Image of Rub Area (Mag.: 100X)
Figure 35. Typical Appearance of the Feltmetal 501 High-Pressure
Compressor Test Shoes after One Hour of Engine Testing
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Figure 37. Scanning Electron Microscope Image of a Metco
SF Rub Surface After One Hour of Engine
Testing (Mag.: 500X)
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indicating poor abrad_ility. Titanium-a]loy pickup was not
detected, although pLevious experience with this material in
the engine indicates that excessive heat generation and
blade-metal transfer occurs under more severe rub conditions.
Based on these results and prior AiResearch experience,
the abradability of Metco SF was rated "poor". Although bond
integrity was only fair for these small test shoe samples, the
bond integrity of large components coated with Metco SF is
considered good (based on AiResearch production engine exper-
ience).
e. Metco CE2019" - This material was tested in addition
to the Task I materials because it was being evaluated as an
abradable coating for commerical air carriers. Prior to the
completion of testing it was learned that this coating is not
reco_ended where contact with titanium occurs. As with
Metco SF, one of the two shoes sheared at the bond joint
while the second shoe completed the test without shearing.
Titanium was present on the rub surface indicating blade-
metal transfer. The abradability and the bond integrity were
rated "fair".
2. Hi@h-Pressure Turbine Shroud _e_ment Tests. The
TFE731-3 single-stage high-pressure turbine shroud (seal) con-
sists of six segments (60-degrees each), assembled into a ring and
supported by a shroud retaining sleeve and flange. For the
Interim Engine Tests, the supporting hardware was modified to
8¢comodate shroud segments having an abradable coating thickness
of 2.54 mm (0.i00 inch), and a test-instrumentation clearance-
measurement probe in each segment. A view of a coated segment i8
shown in Figure 22.
FoE Engine Build i, all six high-pressure turbine shroud seg-
ments were coated with UCAR AB-4--two each of II.03-MPa
(1600-psi), 13.74-MPa (2000-psi), and 16.35-MPa (2400-psi) ten-
Bile-strength-level materials. The abradable materials were
brazed to the segments with LM Nicrobraz (AMS 4777 Type) alloy. A
schematic of the installation positions of the segments and a
listing of the depth of the wear grooves after 23.5 hours of test-
ing is presented in Figure 38. The incursion rate (blade-to-
shroud) was measured by the clearance probes at 0.1016 mm/min
(0.004 in/min).
Segments 75B and 66B, at the 5:00 and 7:00 o'clock positions,
respectively, exhibited the deepest wear, with 75B [16.35 MPa
(2400 psi)] the only segment showing excessive smearing. The dif-
ferent strength levels of the segments within the same shroud
*Metco CE2019 is a trade name of Metco, Inc.
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TOP OF ENGINE
LOOKING FORWARD
SEGMENT 76A: f_.,._"_"'__ SEGMENT 60A:
10.35 MPa _ I _._ 11.03 MPa
(
nGMENTUC:I I ROTORROT,T,ON I .GmNT*0C:
13.74 MPI t _ I 13.74 MPs
(2oooPSI) 2oooPSI)
SEGMENT (MB: _._"_-_--'-""_ SEGMENT 7SB:
11.03 MPa 16.36 MPe
(1(IooPsi) (24001'81)
(ALL SEGMENTS UCAR TYPE AB-4 Cc STRENGTH LEVELS
AS NOTED)
SEGMENT AND GROOVE DEPTH-OF-WEAR [ram (INCHES)]
i i i in
i
PO|ITION 68C G0C 6G8 mA i 768 7SA
ii i • • i| . i i
NOT 0.203 0.306 0.070 0,467 0.000
LEADING EDGE MEASURED (0,003) (0.012) (0_03| (0.010) (0_00)
, i |
NOT 0,432 0,432 0,306 0,432 0,102
TRAILING EDGE MEASURED (0.017) (0.017) (0.012) (0.017) (0_04)
Figure 38. Schematic of the First Interim Engine Test,
Build I, High-Pressure Turbine Shroud Segment
Location Showing Material Strength Level and
Groove D%pth-of-Wear
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assembly did not affect the abradablllty evaluation, and heat gen-
eration and carryover from one segment to the next was not
detected. The ratio of the maximum amount of material removed
from the shroud assembly (maximum inside diameter) to the diameter
reduction in the rotor _as calculated as 4:1. This defined the
wear ratio for the 16.35-MPa (2400-psi) strength-level material in
the Build 1 test since this hard material removed blade-tip mate-
rial during smearing. No other wear ratios were determined. The
pretest and post-test appearance of the rotor blade tips are shown
in Figure 39.
" . six segments showed a tendency for the braze joints to
separ • at the segment ends during the test. This was apparently
due t lack of braze flow as shown in Figure 40. Refinements in
the brazing process were made to avoid recurrence of this problem.
Portions of the rubbed surfaces on three segments (one of each
strength level) were examined in the Smsq.
a. UCAR AB-4t ll.03-MPa (1600-psi) strength level-
Segment 66B, ll.03-MPa (1600-psi) material, exhibited very
little evidence of wear considering the depth of the grooves,
0.305 to 0.432 mm (0.012 to 0.017 inch). These grooves may
have been caused by gas erosion or the material may have
behaved in a truly abradable manner. The former is the most
likely conclusion based on the rounded corners noted at the
edges of the segment. Minor traces of blade alloy were found
in the wear reg4.on8 using SEM X-ray analysis. Based on the
overall appearance of the rubs, the material was rated "good"
from an abradability standpoint, but unsatisfactory from a
gas-erosion standpoint.
b. UCAR kB-4 ! 13.74-M_P,a {2000-psi) strength level-Segment 60C, 13.74 MPa (2000 psi) material, was worn to a
depth of between 0.203 and 0.432 wen (0.008 and 0.017 inch).
Examination of these areas under the Sm4 disclosed the typi-
cal abrading shown in Figure 41 with traces of blade alloy
found in the wear regions. Also shown in Figure 41 is the
etched microstructure from a cross section taken in the seg-
ment center. Note the braze alloy flow, and that the bond
integrity between the L-605 alloy aubstrate, and the AS-4
abradable was maintained during testing. Based on the
appearance of the rub areas and the absence of heat gener-
ation, the material was given a "good" rating for abrad-
ability, and there was no evidence of gas e_osion.
c. _UCAR_JJ-4 t 16.35 MPa (2400-p81) strength level-
Segment 75B, 15.35 MPa (2400 psi) material, exhibited
0.457 nm (0.018 inch) of wear in the deepest groove and a
large maear area. Figure 42 presents the smeared surface as
examined under the optical microscope and the SD4. X-ray
analysis disclosed that the surface of the smear region was
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(a) Pretest
(b) Post-Test
Figure 39. High-Pressure Turbine Rotor Blade Tips Before and
After 23.5 Hours of the First Interim Engine Test,
Build 1
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(a) SEM Image of Rub Area
"_-- L-605
_L
LM Nicrobraz
Type)
AB-4
(b) Kallings Etch
Figure 41. High-Pressure Turbine Shroud Segment 60c [UCAR
AB-4, 13.74 MPa (2000 psi)] After 23.5 Hours of
the First Interim Engine Test, Build I. Typical
Wear Region and Cross-Section Microstructure are
Shown (Mag.: 100X)
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(a) Kallings Etch (Mag. : 200X)
°
(b) SEM Image of Rub Area (Mag. : 100X)
Figure 42. High-Pressure Turbine Shroud Segment 75B [UCAR
AB-4, 16.35 MPa (2400 psi)] After 23. 5 Hours of
the First Interim Engine Test, Build 1
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almost entirely blade alloy. Based on the smearing and heat
generation, abradability was rated "poor", and there was no
evidence of gas erosion.
3. Low-Pressure Turbine Shroud Tests. The TFE731-3 Engine
low-pressure turbine contains three stages--each stage includes an
upstream nozzle plus an integral blade-tip shroud. Each nozzle
assembly was modified only to install the candidate test abrad-
ables as listed in Table I. The materials shown were run for the
entire operating time of the engine build. The interaction rates
were not determined for the low_pressure turbine, but are gen-
erally comparable to the rates determined for the high-pressure
compressor and high-pressure turbine [0.0254 to 0.1016 mm/minute
(0.001 to 0.004 inch/minute)]. All three stages of LP turbine
blades are shrouded, and thus, any rub is produced by contact with
the knife edges of the shrouded blade.
a. First-stage shrou d _ The first-stage shroud tested
in Build 1 utilized UCAR AB-2 [8.96-MPa (1300-psi_ tensile
strength-level] material over the entire circumference of the
shroud. The foil-backed abradable material was brazed to
the Alloy 713LC* shroud using LM Nicrobraz braze alloy. The
shrouded turbine blades are IN100**, and the first stage
operates at a temeprature of approximately I144°K (1600°F)
and a blade-tip speed of 381 m/sec (1250 ft/sec) at the
engine takeoff condition.
Visual observations after completion of 23.5 hours of
testing on Build 1 indicated that the material had a tendency
to smear and crush instead of fracture at particle boundaries.
The depth of the grooves produced by the turbine blade knife
edges ranged from zero (no contact) at the 12:00 o'clock
position to 0.229 mm (0.009 inch) near the 6:00 o'clock posi-
tion. The appearance of the rubbed surfaces a8 compared to
the non-rubbed surfaces, as seen on photomicrographs from the
scanning electron microscope, are shown in Figure 43. A
typical cross-sectlon microstructure, shown in Figure 44,
illustrates the good braze quality, and the thin UCAR coating
(proprietary) surrounding the abradable particles. The cal-
culated wear ratio for the UCAR AB-2 in the first-stage tur-
bine is approximately I_i. The abradabillty was rated "fair"
because of the materials crushing (instead of fracture) char-
acteristic.
b. Second-sta_e shroud - The second-stage shroud tested
in Build 1 also used foil-backed UCAR AB-2, 8.96-MPa
*Alloy 713LC is a registeEed trademark of the International
Nickel Company.
**IN100 is a registered trade name of the International Nickel
Company.
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(a) SEM Image of No-Contact Area
(b) SEM Image of Contact Area
Figure 43. First-Stage Low-Pressure Tu_bine Abradable Shroud
[UCAR AB-2, 8.96 MPa (1300 psi)] After 2.3.5 Hours
of the First Interim Engine Test. Build 1
(Mag.: 50X)
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(1300-psi) strength level material over the entire circum-
ference of the shroud. The second-stage shrouded turbine
blades are Alloy 713LC, and the stage operates at a maximum
temperature of 1033°K (1400°F), and an approximate blade-tip
speed of 412 m/sec (1350 ft/sec) at the engine takeoff condi-
tion.
Some difficulty wzs experienced in achieving a consis-
tent braze over the entire shroud with the LM Nicrobraz braze
alloy, and the test nozzle was rebrazed with Palnfro 7*
braze alloy. The cause of the braze difficulty with LM
Nicrobraz on this part was not determined, but may have been
due to the heavy nickel plating on the Alloy 713LC nozzle.
The problem is not considered typical since other nozzles
have been successfully brazed with this alloy.
During the Build 1 test (23.5 hours), a 360-degree rub
was produced in the UCAR AB-2 material on the second-stage
shroud with the wear depth ranging from 0.127 to 0.254 mm
(0.005 to 0.010 inch). The appearance of the Lob was similar
to that observed In the first-stage except that only a por-
tion of the wear grooves were _meared as shown by the SEM
examination (see Figure 45). The surface condition of the
lightly smeared region is also shown in this figure. Traces
of blade alloy were detected on the rubbed surfaces. The
wear ratio was calculated to be I0:i, considerably better
than the i:i observed for the same material on the first-
stage. This improvement was the result of very little blade
material being removed due to the lower temperature, and
therefore higher strength of the blade alloy. The overall
abradability in this application was rated "fair-to-good".
c. Third-stage shroud - Two strength levels of UCAR
AB-2--5.52 MPa _) and 8.96 MPa (1300 psi)--were tested
in the third-stage turbine shroud in Build i. Approximately
two-thirds of the shroud contained the higher strength mate-
rial, with the lower strength material in the remaining one-
third. The foil-backed abradabl_ material was brazed onto
the HS-31** alloy shroud casting with LM Nicrobraz braze
alloy. The shrouded turbine blades were Alloy 713LC. The
stage operates at a temperature of 922eK (1200°F) and a
blade-tip speed of approximately 436 m/sec (1430 ft/sec) at
the takeoff condition.
*Palniro 7 is a registered trade name of Western Gold and
Platinum Company.
**HS-31 is a registered trade name of the Union Carbide
Corporation.
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: _ .... Knife-Edge
._ _ Wear Grooves
Aft
(a) SEM Image of Rub Are _ (Mag.: 10X)
(b) SEM Image of Rub Area (Mag.: 100X)
(Lightly Smeared Region)
Figure 45. Second-Stage Low-Pressure Turbine Abradable Shroud
[UCAR AB-2, 8.96 MPa (1300 psi)] After 23.5 Hours
of the First Interim Engine Test, Build 1
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A 360-degree rub was produced on the two abradable coat-
ings during Build 1 testing. Figure 46 presents the appear-
ance of the rubs on both materlals. Note that the lower
strength material had less tendency to smear than the higher
strength material. The wear depths ranged from 0.1016 to
0.2032 mm (0.004 to 0.008 inch) in the 8.96-MPa (1300-psi)
material, and from 0.0762 to 0.254 mm (0.003 to 0.010 inch)
in the 5;52-MPa (800-psi} materlal. The calculated wear
ratio of the two materials combined was 7:1, slightly below
the ratio measured on the second stage. Since the wear of
the blades will be determined by the hardest abradable, this
is not an acceptable method to determine the wear ratio of
the softer material.
The appearance of the rub on the 8.96-MPa (1300-psi}
strength material was similar to that observed on the first
and second stages. The heavy smear was again predominant
with small regions of light rub. The wear regions of the
5.52-MPa (800-psi) strength materlal are shown in Figure 47
where typical areas of heavy and light smearing are shown.
These are similar to comparable regions of the 8.96-MPa
(1300-psi) strength material on the first and second stages.
X-ray analysls of both strength levels of &B-2 detected
traces of blade metal in the heavily rubbed regions. The
overall abradabillty of the 8.96-MPa (1300-psl) strength AB-2
was rated "fair" to "good" while the 5.52-MPa (800-psi) mate-
rial was rated good.
Engine Build 2
The same TFE731-3 Engine used in Build 1 was reassembled
using the abradables selected for the Build 2 testing. The assem-
bly techniques duplicated those of Build I. The engine was
installed in the same test cell and subjected to 27 test cycles of
1 hour each. The Build 2 test cycle, Figure 48, was similiar to
the Build 1 cycle except for an increase of 10 minutes in the
cruise test point (95-percent low-pressure rotor speed), and a
decrease of I0 minutes at final Idle. The routine 2.5-hour shut-
down after each cycle was not required since the high-pressure
compressor abradable test shoes were not tested in Build 2, and
the required changeover time was eliminated.
I. High-pressure Turbine Shroud Tests. The high-pressure
turbine test shroud fOE Build 2 _ncludec1"-three segments (180
degrees) of UCARAB-4 13.74-MPa (2000-psi) strength-level material
and three segments (180 degrees) of Bradelloy 500* material. Two
of the AB-4 segments were new with the remaining one a segment
B;_radelloy is a registered trade name of The General Electric Co.
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(b) SEM Image J- Rub Area (Mag. : 50X)
(Heavy Smear R_gion)
Figure 47. Third-Stage Low-Pressure Turbine Abradable S_roud
[UCAR AB-I, 5.52 MPa (800 psi)] qfter 23.5 Hours
of the First Interim Engine Test, Build 1
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Figure 48. Typical Test Cycle for the First Task II
Interim Engine Test (Build 2)
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previously tested in Build 1 (58C). This segment was included to
produce a component that could be tested for 50 hours. Bradelloy
500 was identified by the Program Plan as the baseline, high-
telperature, turbine abradable m_erial. Bradelloy segments were
procured from Howmet Corporation en_ were fabricated by processes
proprietary to Howmet and the Gc_e:al Electric Company. Figure 49
presents a schematic of the installation positions of the six seg-
ments and the wear produced durL.g the Build 2 testing. A rub was
experienced on all shrouds except the used UCARAB-4 shroud.
Results of the evaluation of the UCAR AS-4 were similar to
those obtained from Build 1. The lack of braze flow was again
evident. Figure 50 shows the extent to which the end of Seg-
ment 67A lifted during the engine run. Of significance was the
amount of wear on the lifted portion of the AB-4 (it had not
chipped or spalled) which indicated the good abradability char-
acteristics of the material. Transfer of blade alloy to the wear
regions of Segment 67& was not _etected. Wear did not occur on
the used Segment 58C, as the diameter of this segment was approxi-
mately 0.254-mn (0.010-inch) larger than the other segments. This
used segment did not exhibit any sign of gas erosion despite 50.5
hours of engine testing.
The abradability of Bradelloy 500 was rated poor compared to
0CAR AB-4. There was no measurable shroud wear after the engine
test, even though the turbine blade squealer tips were nearly worn
off [up to 0.2?9-mm (0.0112-inch) blade-tip wear]. The smeared
regions of the abradable material showed a slight build-up of
material due to blade-alloy transfer. Figure 51 shows the appear-
ance of a smeared area both optically and, as examined under the
SEM. Fioure 52 presents the cross-section microstructure of the
Bradello7 material in an unrubbed region and in a region of smear-
ing. Evidence of heat generation is present in the view present-
ing the smeared region.
2. Low-Pressure Turbine Shroud Test.__s.
a. First-staqe shroud - The first-stage low-pressure tur-
bine shroud tested in Build 2 consisted cf_ 180 degrees of 8.96-NPs
(1300-psi) UCAR AS-2 and 180 degrees o5 Hastelloy-X* honeycomb
[1.587-mm (0.062S-inch) cell size, and 0.0782- to 0.1016-mm (0.003-
to 0.004-inch) foil thick_ess]. These materials were brazed to
the shroud with IJ4 Nicrobraz braze alloy.
Evaluation of UCARAB-2, after Bullc 2 testing, showed results
entirely representative of those obtained in Braid 1, where this
*Hastelloy-X is a registered trade name of the Union Carbide
Corporation.
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Figure 49. Schematic of the First Interim Engine Test
(Build 2) High-Pressure Turbine Shroud Segment
Locations Showing Material Identification and
Measured Groove Depth-of-Wear
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(a) Optical View of Rub Area (Mag.: 4X)
(Arrows Show Pins That Held the Material in Place)
(b) SEM Image of Rub Area (Mag. : 100X)
Figure 51. High-Pressure Turbine Shroud Segment BR-I
(Bradelloy 500) Showing One of the Smeared
Regions Present After the First Interim
Engine Test, Build 2
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material was used on the complete shroud (360 degrees). Evalua-
tion of the Build 2 results confirmed the "fair" abradability
rating and the Izl wear ratio established in Build I.
The wear depths of the Hastelloy-X Honeycomb ranged from no
contact to 0.1778 mm (0.007 inch) near the AB-2/Honeycomb joint.
Optlcal and SEM views of the Honeycomb after engine testing are
shown in Figure 53. It is evident from this figure that excessive
braze alloy was utilized (note the unflowed braze powder and wick-
ing on the foil). The knife-edge rub produced smearing and fold-
ing of the foils, which can also be seen in Figure 53. A wear
ratio for the honeycomb could no_ be calculated, since the rotor-
blade wear was influenced by the harder UCAR AB-2. Blade-alloy
transfer was not evident on the honeycomb. The overall abrad-
ability of the Haste!loy-X Honeycomb was rated "good".
b. Second-stage shroud - For Build 2, Solabrade* was used
for the entire (360 degrees) second-stage low-pressure turbine
shroud. Solabrade is a foil-type, corrugated abradable material
designed to avoid the braze wlcklng which is sometimes encountered
at the nodes when brazing honeycomb. The type selected for eval-
uation was fabricated from 0.0508- to 0.0762-mm (0.002-to 0.003-
inch) thick Hastelloy-X foll corrugated with a pitch of 7.87 per
cm (20 per inch), and brazed to a perforated 0.127-mm (0.O05-1nch)
thick INCONEL 600 backing strip. This assembly was then brazed to
the turbine shroud with an AH$ 4777 type braze alloy.
Approximately 180 degrees of this shroud was rubbed by the
rotor-blade knife edges during the Build 2 test. The wear depth
was measured at 0.3048 mm (0.012 inch) on the aft groove, and
0.2794 mm (0.011 inch) on the forward groove at the point of
severest rub. Enlarged views of this material after testing are
shown in Figure 54. It appeared that crushing and smearing
occurred with very little heat generation. SEM examination dis-
closed a trace of the Alloy 713LC blade alloy in the smeared
regions. The wear ratio was calculated at 23zi, which is consid-
ered excellent, and the overall abradabillty was rated "good".
c. Thlrd-stage shroud - Feltmetal 522** wasused for coating
the entire (360 degrees) third-stage low-pressure turbine shroud
in Build 2. This material, which has the composition of HS-188***
alloy and a tensile strength of approximately 13.1 MPa (1900 psi),
was brazed directly to the shroud without any backing strip.
*Solabrade is the trade name of a material developed by the Solar
Division of International Harvester and marketed by Kelsey-Hayes
l Company.
**Feltmetal 522 and 501 are trade names of materials supplied by
i the Technetics Division of the Brunswick Corporation.***HS-188 is a registered trade name of the Cabot Corporation.
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(a) Optical Cross-Section V_ew
(Note Braze Wicking, Excess Braze, and Folding of Foils)
(b) SEM Image of Rub Area
_ Figure 53. Appearance of the Hastelloy-X Honeycomb First-Stage
Low-Pressure Turbine Shroud After the First Interim
Engine Test, Build 2 (Mag.: 50X)
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(a) Optical Cross-Section View
(b) SE_ In.age cf Rub Area
Figure 54. Appearance of the Solabrade Second-Stage Low-
Pressure Turbine Shroud After the First Interim
Engine Test, Build 2 (Mag. : 50X)
Approximately 300 degrees of rub was produced on this. compo-
nent during Build 2 testing. The rub generated excessive heat,
and 0.5588 mm (0.022 inch) was removed from the rotor diameter,
resulting in a wear ratio less than 1:1. Blade-metal pickup was
evident on the rubbed surfaces. The wear grooves and the appear-
ance of a severely smeared region are shown in Figure 55. This
figure also illustrates the tendency for the material to crack and
pull-out when excessive heat is generated. The overall abrad-
ability of Feltmetal 522 was rated "poor".
Summary of the First Interim Engine Test Results
A summary of the evaluations of the hlgh-pressure compressor
abradable materials is presented in Table IX. The 8.27-MPa
(1200-psi) strength level UCAR AB-1 appeared to be the best mate-
rial tested. Feltmetal 501 was considered acceptable, but the
tendency for metal-fiber pull-out may limit its service llfe.
A summary of the evaluations of the high-pressure turbine
abradable materlals is given in Table X. The 13.74-MPa (2000-
psi) strength level UCAR AB-4 was considered the best material
from this testing.
A summary of the evaluations of the low-pressure turbine
abradables is given in Table XI. The followlng candidates are
considered acceptable for the designated LPT stages:
First-Stage: Honeycomb, UCAR AB-2 [8.96 MPa (1300 psi)]
Second-Stage: Solabrade, UCAR AB-2 [8.96 MPa (1300 psi)]
Third-Stage: UCAR AB-2 [5.52 MPa (800 psi)]
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T
Wear
Track
(a) SEM Image of Aft Track Rub Area (Mag. : 20X)
(Arrows Show Pull-Out Region)
(b) SEM Image of Aft Track Rub Area (Mag.: 100X)
(Heavy Smearing)
Figure 55. Appearance of the Feltmetal 522 Third-Stage
Low-Pressure Turbine Shroud After the First
Interim Engine Test, Build 2
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Second Znterin Iogine Teat -- Task XXA
Before the Znterin Bngine Test of Task ZZ was completed, i
Union Carbide notified A/Research that they had decide8 co ,_op
metallic abradable coatings from their future businefu plunk.
They planned to sell that phase of their business, if a suitabi.:
buyer could be found, but there was no guarantee of t._e futur,,
availability of their products. Since Union Carbide was th_ prim,_
subcontractor on both Task I and IX, this unexpected deci_,on
Jeopordized the co-flat/on of the MATEProject 2.
After discussing this development with the NASA-MATEmanage-
sent team, it was decided to continue the project with the addi-
tion of a second S0-hour Interim Bag/me Test as a new task,
Task XXA. For this second engine screening test, abradable candi-
dates were to be selected from those currently available with
proven laboratory feasibility within the coating industry--no
effort was made to invent a new abradable. Thermal-spray coatings
were emphasized for this test due to the economics of both appli-
cation and refurbishment, and the sensitivity of business Jets to
front-end costs.
Similar to the _irst Interim Engine Test, the second S0-hour
test was divided into tvo engine builds to provide operating time
for all the various abradable candidates. The build criteria for
each of the two builds was as similar to the first test as prac-
ticable for comparison purposes.
k listing of the candidate materials for the Second Interim
Engine Test is given in Table VIII. The majority of the materials
tested were thermoapray coatings which were emphasized in the can-
didate selection process.
After the Second Interim Engine Test was completed, Union
Carbide armouried that they had found a buyer for their abradable
activity. The Turbine Support Division (TSD) of Chromalloy Ameri-
can Corporation purchased all rights to both metallic and ceramic
abradables from UCAR. They plan to develop and market abradables
through a newly formed branch of TSD called Chromalloy-Porous
Materials Technology located in Dallas, Texas.
Engine Build 3
1. Hi h_ c_essor Shroud Tests. Sigh-pressure
compressor gao-pa on four candidate
materials in Build 3 of the Second Interim Engine Test. The test
setup and prOcedure (using replaceable shoes installed in the
high-pressure compressor shroud} were similar to the First Interim
Test. Eight II_ONBL 718 shoes were coated with the four abradable
materials (two shoes per material), and tested for one hour each
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to the schedule shown in Figure 48. When an abradable coated shoe
was not being tested, a dummy shoe with a recessed face was
installed to maintain compressor performance.
a. Brunswick Feltmetal 515B• - This metal-fiber mmte-
i rial has the nominal composition of Hastelloy-X for thefibers and a density of approximately 19 percent of solid
Uastelloy-X. The test material was brazed to the shoe with
LH 14tcrobraz braze alloy. The appearance of the material
before and after the : .._Jur test is shown in Figure 56 (Note
the roughness of "_._ casted surface with regions of pull-
out.) Figure 59 presents views of the material micro-
structure and the rubbed surface. X-ray analysis in the 81;4
of the rubbed surface showed evidence of blade-metal trans-
fer, but no measureable wear was found on the blades. The
abradability of FeltJtetal SISB was Judged "poor t due to the
blade-metal transfer and the tendency for fiber pull-out.
b. Metro T310-10** - This abradable material has a nom-
inal composition of 5?-percent aluminum, 3S-percent graph-
ite, and 8-percent silicon. After applying a 0.127-am
(0.00S-inch) bond coat to the test shoes, the abradable mate-
rial was thermosprayed to a thickness of 2.032 m (0.080
inch), followed by machining to the proper dimension for
engine testing. Figure 58 shows the appearances of one of
the shoes before and after testing. The coating sheared off
below the rub surface at the bond _oint on both shoes tested,
even though the bond joint was recessed below the shear-
loading plane to avoid this problem (see Figure 59), and no
measurable wear was detected on the /speller blades. Addi-
tional analysis was not performed on the 14etco T]I0-10 mate-
rial which was rated "poor" due to its lack of shear
strength.
c. 14etco T301-10 - The nominal composition of this
material is 14-percent chromium, 8-percent iron, 5.5-percent
boron nitride, 3. $-percent aluminum, and 69-percent nickel.
The abradable was thermal-sprayed directly onto the test
shoe. and machined to the proper height prior to testing.
One of the shoes is shown before and after testing in
Figure 60. The appearance of the rub is good with little
evidence of smearing or heat generation. The microstructure
and the SIN image of the rubbed surface are presented in
Figure 61. X-ray analysis of the rubbed surface in the SIN
showed Just a trace of blade metal, although there was no
measurable wear of the impeller blade. The abradability of
*Feltmetal 515_ is a trade nm of the Technetics Division of
Brunswick _orporation.
**Netco T301-10 is a trade name of Metro, Inc.
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SHEAR PLANE
i_ BOND JOINT
Figure 59. High-Pressure Compressor Test Shoe Showing
Recessed Bond Joint
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Metco T301-10 was rated "falr-to-good". This material would
have been rated higher except for the trace of blade-metal
transfer.
d. Metco P601-10" - The nominal composition of thl8
powder material is 60-percent alloy (containing 88-percent
aluminum and 12-percent sillcon) and 40-percent Metco 600*
polyester. Approximately 2.00 mm (0.080 inch} was plasma-
sprayed onto the two test shoes over a bond coat of
Metco P443-10" and then machined to proper height for engine
testing. Figure 62 presents the rubbed surfaces of both
tested shoes. Note that the streaks across one of the test
shoe samples is not evident on the other. These streaks were
found to contain traces of the titanium blade-metal alloy,
while the adjacent rubbed area outside the streak did not.
Figure 63 shows SEM images in and out of a rub streak. No
measurable wear was detected on the Impeller blades. The
abradability of Metco P601-10 was rated "fair to good". This
material would have been rated higher had the isolated blade-
metal transfer not occurred.
e. Metco P601-10 statlc-oxldatlon tests - Metco recom-
mended a maximum operating temperature of 616eK (650°F) for
the Metco P610-10 abradable to avoid excessive oxidation of
the polyester. Due to the previous history of this coating
at AiResearch with its reputation as a "good" abradable, and
i in recognition of the approximate 700oK (800OF) operating
environment of the high-pressure compressor, constant-
temperature static-oxldatlon tests were run for I00 hours on
test specimens at several temperatures between 579°K and
755°K (600°F and 900OF). Followlng thl8 exposure, the specl-
. mens were examined for loss of polyester. Figure 64 shows
microstructures of the materlal as applied, and after I00
hours at 700°K (800°F). Note the similarity of appearance
and the presence of the Polyester material after the expo-
sure. This test provided a preliminary indication that
MetCo P601-10 can be used up to temperatures of 70_°K
(800°F) and above without degradation of the mlcrostructure.
2. High-Pressure Turbine Shroud Segment Tests. Four candi-
date abradable hlgh-pressure turbine shroud materials, as listed
in Table II, were assembled and tested in the Second Interim
Engine Test, Build 3. The test shroud segments were positioned
for this testing as shown in Figure 65. It was intended that all
of these candidate materials be tested for the full 50 hours
scheduled for the Second Interim Engine Test. However, as dls-
cussed below, inspection after the 25 hours of testing of Build 3
showed that several pieces of the Brunsbond ceramic and Metco
*Netco P601-I0, Metco 600, and Metco P443-10 are trade names of
Metco, Inc.
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SEGMENT E: I _ _ SEGMENT B:
BRUNSBONDI / DIRECTION OF | METCO T201-10COMPO
SEGM NT C:
METCO P44_-10 METCO P443-10
(DENSE 8TRUCTUR___..._ o (OPEN STRUCTURE)
i Figure 65. Schematic of Second Interim Engine Test, Build 3,
High-Pressure Turbine Shroud Segment Location
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201-10" had cone loose and were ingested by the low-pressure tur-
bine. While damage to the downstream hardware did not preclude
its use in further testing, the entire high-pressure turbine test
.shroud was replaced with production hardware for Build 4 to avoid
further damage. The production shroud segments, and the abradable
test shroud segments are not interchangeable due to the special
shroud retaining hardwares therefore, continued testing of the
remaining high"pressure turbine 8bradable candidates in Build 4
was not possible.
A meaningful wear ratio for the Build 3 high-pressure turbine
ass.ably could not be determined due to problems with the ceramic
material that caused an overall decrease in the shroud inside
diameter instead of the normal increase associated with rubs.
a. Brunsbond Composite** - Brunsbond composite con-
sists of a layer [approximately 1.524-Jm (0.060-inch) thick]
of low-s_dulus fiber-metal brazed to the L-605 shroud seg-
ment, ands layer [approximately 1.778-mm (O.070-inch) thick]
of plasma-sprayed, yttria-stabilized zirconia (ceramic) to
act as the high-temperature abradable material. The bond
between the metal fibers and the ceramic is mechanical, rely-
ing on the irregular surface of the fibers to "lock in" the
ceramic layer.
The 2S-hour Build 3 test produced cracking and spalling
in both of these tested shrou_ segments (with large pieces
missing as shown in Figure 66). The cross-section micro-
structure presented in Figure 67 shows the layers in the
sprayed composite, as well as the separation between the cer-
amic and fiber-metal layers after testing. This separation
was believed to be caused by thermal fatigue or a difference
in thermal expansion between the two material layers. The
turbine rotor blade rubbed both test segments. Two magni-
fications of the rub surface are shown in Figure68. X-ray
analysis (in the 8Bid] confirmed a definite blade-metal pickup
on the ceramic abradable surface. The 8bradability of
Brunabond composite was rated "poor m due to lack of integrity
within the material and evidence of blade-metal transfer.
b. Metco T201-10 - Two L-605 alloy shroud segments were
thermosprayed with the following layers of materials to pro-
duce the 8bradable candidate identified as Metco T201-10:
Layer 1 - lO0-percent Netco P443-10 bond co&t (approximately
0.008-inch thick)
*Jietco 201-10 Is a trade nmJe of Hetco, Inc.
**Brunsbond Composite i8 a trade name of the Technetics Division of
Brunswick Corp.
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(a) Shroud Segment A
(b) Shroud Segment E
Figu_:e 66. Appearance of Brunsbond Composite High-
Pressure Turbine Shroud Segments After
25 Hours of the Second Interim Engine
Test, Build 3
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L-605 Fiber I Zirconium I
Metal Oxide
Separation
Figure 67. Cross-Section Microstructure of Brunsbond Composite
After 25 Hours of the Second Interim Engine Test,
Build 3 (Mag.: 20X)
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Layer 2 - 60-percent Metco P443-10 and 40-precent Metco
I 201B-NS-I (approximately 0.020-inch thick)
_ Layer 3 - 30-percent Metco P443-I0 and 70-percent Metco
_ 201B-NS-I* (approximately 0.018-inch thick)
il Layer 4 - 100-percent Metco 201B-NS-I (approximately 0.060-inch thick)
The composition of Metco P443-10 is 94-percent nlckel-
chromium (80-percent nickel and 20-percent chromium), and
6-percent aluminum. The composition of Metco 201B-NS-1 is
92-percent zirconium oxide and 8-percent calcium carbonate.
The 25 hours of testing in Build 3 of the Second Interim
Engine Test produced cracking and spalling of both segments
of Metco T201-10, as shown in Figure 69, similar to but not
as severe as the yttria-stabilized zirconia (Brunsbond Com-
posite). A cross-sectlon microstructure is shown in
Figure 70, which illus_rates the four layers of the coating.
The surface of the segments contained many small cracks,
probably due to thermal fatigue. Details of these cracks can
be seen on the SEM images presented in Figure 71. A rub
region was not detected on the segment selected for metal-
lurglcal evaluation, so X-ray analysls in the SEM was not
accomplished. However, it is anticipated that blade-metal
would be transferred to this zirconla material during a rub,
as it was on the yttrla-stabilized zlrconia. Metco T201-I0
abradable material was rated "poor" due to the cracking and
spalllng experienced in the engine testing.
c. Metco P443-10 (dense structure)** - Metco P443-10
powder, having the nominal composition of 6-percent aluminum
and 94-percent nlckel-chromlum (80-percent nickel and 20-per-
cent chromium), was plasma-sprayed onto the test shroud
segments. Two different sets of spray parameters were used: one
to produce the standard very dense structure of F_tco P443-I0
coating, and one to produce a less dense "open" r=_co P443-I0
coating. This "open" structure is discussed in Section d.
!. Figure 72 shows the cross-sectlon microstructure of
F Metco P443-I0 (dense) after engine testing exhibiting a rub-
bed surface and Figure 73 shows two SEM images of the rubbed
_; region. X-ray analysis (in the SEM) revealed a deposit of
i blade-metal on the rubbed surface indicating material
transfer. The abradability of Metco P443-I0 (dense) was
i_ rated "poor" due to evidence of heat generation and blade-
I. metal transfer.
I *Metco 201B-NS-I is a trade name of Metco, Inc.
**Metco P443-I0 is a trade name of Metco, Inc.
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(a) Shroud Segment B
_-- 6 Inches
r I
(b) Shroud Segment F
Figure 69. Appearance of Metco T201-10 High-Pressure Turbine
Shroud Segments After 25 Hours of the Second
Interim Engine Test, Build 3 (Arrows Show Spalled
Regions)
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I Layer Layer Layer2 3 4
Layer
1
Layer 1 - 100-percent Metco 443 Bond Coat
Layer 2 - 60-percent Metco 443 and
40-percent Metco 201B-NS-I
Layer 3 - 30-percent Metco 443 and
70-percent Metco 201B-NS-I
Layer 4 - 100-percent Metco 201B-NS-I
Figure 70. Cross-Section Microstructure of Metco T201-10 After
25 Hours of the Second Interim Engine Test, Build 3
(Unetched.) (Mag.: 50X)
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GENERATION
Figure 72. Cross-Section of Metco P443-I0 (Dense) After
25 Hours of the Second Interim Engine Test,
Build 3 (Unetched.) (Mag.: 50X)
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d. Metco P443-10 (open structure) - A view of the Metco
P443-10 open structure segment after testing is shown in
Figure 74. The dark edges of the segment were areas that did
not clean up during the preassembly grinding, and were not a
result of this test. S_nce the rotor blades did not rub this
segment during the test, blade-metal transfer could not be
determined, and the effects of rub on the surface could not
be evaluated. Figure 75 shows the cross-section micro-
structure of the "open" structure material. It can be seen
that the density of this material is considerably less than
. the standard (dense) Metco P443-10 material (Figure 72). The
abradability of Metco P443-10 (open structure) could not be
determined without a rub, but no evidence of either erosion
. or a tendency to separate was observed.
3. Low-Pressure Turbine Shroud Tests.
a. First-sta_e shroud - The flrst-stage low-pressure
turbine shroud tested in Build 3 was assembled with
180 degrees of honeycomb, and 180 degrees of Solabrade (both
made from Hastelloy-X foil). These two abradable structures
were brazed into the shroud slmultaneously using an AMS 4777
Type braze alloy, and then electrochemlcally machined to the
desired diameter.
The honeycomb was fabricated from 0.0508- tO 0.0762-mm
(0.002- to 0.003-1nch) thic_ Hastelloy-X foil into 1.587-mm
(0.0625-1nch) hexagonal cells. The radlal wear measured after
Build 3 testing ranged from no-contact to 0.1524 nun (0.006 inch).
A vlew showing a section of the shroud containing both honeycomb
and Solabrade is presented in Figure 76. Wear track images as
observed by the SEM are shown in Figure 77. Braze wIcking to the
surface was not evident, but minor blade-metal transfer to the
honeycomb was observed. The wear ratio could not be determined
due to inaccurate rotor diameter measurements prior to testing.
The abradabillty of the Hastelloy-X honeycomb was rated "good".
The Solabrade material tested was the same type tested in the
second-stage low-pressure turbine shroud in Build 2 of the First
Interim Engine Test. This abradable material is a corrugated
structure fabricated from 0.0508- to 0.0762-mm (0.002- to
0.003-inch) thick Hastelloy-X foil with the corrugations having a
pitch of 7.87 per cm (20 per inch), and brazed to a perforated
0.127-mm (0.005-inch) thick INCONEL 600 backing strip. This back-
ing strip is then brazed directly to the shroud. As in the case of
honeycomb, the radial wear depth varied from no-contact to
0.1524 nun (0.006 inch). Figure 78 shows a view of the rubbed sur-
face as seen in the SEM, and a photomicrograph of the cross-
section of one of the wear tracks. The abrading mechanism appears
to be by crushing and smearing with very little heat generation.
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Figure 74. Appearance of the Metco P443-I0 (Open Structure)
High-Pressure Turbine Shroud Segment After 25 Hours
of the Second Interim Engine Test, Build 3.
(Turbine Rotor Blades Did Not Contact Shroud
Surface)
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Figure 75. Cross-Section Microstructure of the Metco P433-I0
(Open Structure) After 25 flours of the Second
Interim Engine Testj Build 3 (Dark Regions Indicate
Porosity) (Mag.: 50X)
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Hastelloy-X Honeycomb Solabrade
Figure 76. Appearance of First-Stage Low-Pressure Turbine
Shroud Containing Hastelloy-X and Solabrade
After 25 Hours of the Second Interim Engine
Test, Build 3 (Mag.: I/2X)
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A trace of blade-metal transfer to the Solabrade was detected by
SBI4 analysis. Again, the wear ratio could not be determined due
to inaccur te pretest rotor measurements. The abradability of i
$olabrade was rated "good M. 1
b. 8econd-sta • shroud - The second-stage low-pressure tur-
bine shroud tested in Build 3 was coated with Metro T301-10 abrad-
able material. This material has _ nominal composition of14-percent chromium, 8-percent iron, .5-percent aluminum, and
5.5-percent boron nitride, and 69-percent nickel. The material
was thermosprayed on the shroud using spray parameters formulated
to produce an open, abradable coating. During the engine test of
Build 3, a blade rub was experienced through approximately 300
degrees of shroud periphery with a maximum rub depth of 0.127 am
(0.005 inch). Figure 79 presents the region of deepest contact,
and a minor pull-out under the wear track. Figure 80 shows a SBI4
view and the microstructure in the wear track region. Blade-metal
transfer was detected by the gEM although the blades showed no
evidence of overheating, ks in the case of the first-stage rotor,
wear ratios could not be determined due to pretest measuring
errors. The abradability of Metro T301-10 was rated "fair-to-
good_. This material would be rated higher if pull-outs could be
eliminated. Netco's evaluation of this coating plus their pre-
vious experience indicated that the tendency to pull-out could be
reduced or eliminated through minor coating modifications.
c. Third-stage shroud The third-stage low-pressure tur-
bine shroud tested in Build 3was coated with Metco 304N8". This
material i8 an aluminum bronze-boron nltride composite that was
applied to the HS-31 cast shroud structure by thernospray. The
Build 3 testing produced blade contact over the entire 360-degree
circumference of the shroud with a depth of penetration ranging
from 0.0254 to 0.3302 an (0.001 to 0.013 inch). Figure 81 shows
the double-wear track near the maximum depth of penetration.
Figure 82 presents the appearance of the wear track in the SD4,
and the cross-section microstructure under the track. The initial
impression from the visual examination was that excessive heat
generation occurred. However, this was not borne out by further
study since the wear ratio was at least ?,1 (which is considered
good), and the mtcrostructure under the wear track did not show
any evidence of heat generation. The SEM analysis detected some
minor blade-metal transfer on the rub surfaces. The overall
abradability of Metco 304NS was rated "good" considering the
severity of the rub, and the high-wear ratio.
Bngine Build 4.
Testing of candidate abradable materials fo_ the high-
pressure compressor, and the high-pressure turbine were completed
•Metro 304NS is a trade name of Metro, Inc.
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Pull-out from under the wear track
Figure 79. Appearance of Metco T301-10 Second-Stage Low-
Pressure Turbine Shroud After 25 Hours of the
Second Interim Engine Test, Build 3 (Mag. z I/2X)
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Figure 81. Appearance of Metco 304NS First-Stage Low-
Pressure Turbine Shroud After 25 Hours of
the Second Interim Engine Test, Build 3
(Mag.: 1/3X)
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in Engine Builds i, 2 and 3. Build 4 of the Second Interim Engine
Test was conducted to evaluate the remaining candidate abradables
for the low-pressure turbine.
i. First-Stage Low-Pressure Turbine Shroud. The abradable
tested in the first-stage low-pressure turbine shroud in Build 4
of the Second Interim Engine Test was Metco T450-14" with a nom-
inal composition of 4.5-percent aluminum and 95.5-percent nickel.
This material was thermosprayed into the cast Alloy 713LC shroud
structure using spray parameters designed to yield an open struc-
ture of moderate density. During the test of this material, blade
contact occurred over approximately 180 degrees of the shroud up I
to a depth of 0.0762 mm (0.003 inch). Erosion of the material,
however, was observed for the full 360 degrees as shown in ]
Figure 83. The erosion appeared to be most severe between the two
knlfe-blade edges which may indicate that particles of the coating
were trapped between the knife edges, and acted as abrasives caus-
ing further erosion. Gas erosion is indicated Jn Figure 83 by the
"rounded" corners, and the pulled-out areas of the coating outside
the wear tracks. Figure 8_ shows the appearance of the wear track
and the cross-section microstructure. The wear track was smeared
and a crushing of the abradable structure was noted. As deter-
mined by SEM analysis, blade-metal had been transferred to the
surface of the coating. The microstructure showed large open
regions that may explain the susceptibility of this material to
erosion. With this type of structure, clusters of the abradable
material may be held loosely together. These clusters are then
easily broken loose during engine testing. The abradability of
this material was rated "poor" based on the rub characteristics
and the extensive erosion.
2. _Low-Pressure Turbine Shroud. The abradable
material tested in the second-stage low-pressure turbine shroud in
Build 4 was Feltmetal 537** brazed to Alloy 713LC shroud structure
prior to final machining. This abradable is fabricated from iron-
nickel-chromium-aluminum-yttrium alloy fibers approximately 18
microns in diameter. Initially, some difficulty was experienced
in brazing this fiber structure to the shroud even though limited
success had been obtained in test coupon brazing trials. It was
concluded that oxidation of the aluminum in the abradable was pre-
venting complete wetting of the fibers. The shroud was then suc-
cessfully brazed in a furnace capable of maintaining a good vacuum
using LM Nicrobraz braze alloy.
The Build 4 engine test produced blade contact throughout the
entire shroud (360 degrees) to a maximum depth of 0.i016 mm
(0.004 inch). Figure 85 shows the dual knlfe-edge rub near the
deepest penetration. Figure 86 presents the SEM appearance of the
*Metco T450-14 is a trade name of Metco, Inc.
r **Feltmetal 537 is a trade name of Technetlcs Division of
i Brunswick Corp.
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Region of most severe erosion
Figure 83. Appearance of Metco T450-14 First-Stage Low-
Pressure Turbine Shroud After 25 Hours of the
Second Interim Engine Test, Build 4 (Mag.:
Approx. I/2X)
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[ Figure 85. Appearance of Feltmetal 537 on the Second-
Stage Low-Pressure Turbine Shroud After 25
Hours of the Second Interim Engine Test,
Build 4 (Mag.: 1/2X)
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wear track, and the cross-section microstructure under the rub
groove. Blade-metal was detected by the SEM in the wear tracks,
i and the cross-section shows a slight crushing of the structure.
, The overall abradability rating of Feltmetal 537 was "fair-to-
good _ .
3. ThIrd-Sta_e Low-Pressure Turbine Shroud. Feltmetal 535*
was the abradable shroud material tested in Build 4 in the third-
stage low-pressure turbine. This material is fabricated from
iron-chromium-alumlnum-yttrlum alloy fibers approximately 12
microns in diameter. As wlth the Feltmetal 537 material tested in
the second-stage turbine shroud, brazing was a problem untll an
extremely good vacuum was maintained in the furnace. The braze
was successfully accomplished using five preformed segments to
complete the shroud.
The engine test produced blade contact on the abradable coat-
ing for the full 360 degrees of the shroud at depths ranging from
0.0508 to 0.2286 mm (0.002 to 0.009 inch). Figure 87 shows an
inconsistency resulting from the test in that one of the pre-
stmably identical pieces of Feltmetal 535 exhibited severe gas
erosion. Examination in the SEM of unrubbed areas in two adjacent
shroud sections revealed an apparent difference in density as
shown in Figure 88. Laboratory examination by the supplier indi-
cated that the suspect segment contained regions of lower-tensile
strength material that allowed the hlgh-veloclty gas to break down
the structure.
The appearance of Feltmetal 535 in the SEM and the micro-
structure of the wear track in a noneroded area are presented
after testing in Figure 89. The rub appeared to have generated
considerable heat and cracked the surface. The wear ratio was
very poor at 2_I (another indication of heat generaclon), and
blade-metal was detected in the wear tracks. The overall abrad-
ability of Feltmetal 535 was rated "poor".
Sugary of the Second Interim Engine Test Results
A sunmary of the evaluations of abradable materials tested in
the Second Interim Engine Test (Task IIA) is presented in the fol-
lowing discussion.
Table XlI presents the summary of the high-pressure com-
pressor abradable materials evaluations. Both Metro T301-10 and
P601"lO are considered acceptable materials with P601-10 being the
preferred material due to less blade-material pickup.
A sugary of the high-pressure turbine sbradable material
evaluations is given in Table XlII. None of the candidates that
*Feltmetal 535 is the trade name of the Technetlcs Division of
Brunswick Corp.
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mSevere gas erosion on one segment
Figure 87. Appearance of Feltmetal 535 on the Thlrd-Stage
Low-Pressure Turbine Shroud After 25 flours of
the Second Interim Engine Test, Build 4
(Mag.: I/2X)
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experienced a rub offered any real potential for this application.
Further testing is recommended for the "open" structure Metro
P443-I0 since it did not rub, and may offer some potential for
this application.
Table XIV presents a summary of the low-pressure turbine
abradable material evaluations--all three stages. The following
candidates are considered acceptable for the designated LPT
Stages:
First Stage: Honeycomb (Hastelloy-X);Solabrade(Hastelloy-X)
Second Stagez Metro T301-10; Feltmetal 537
Third Stage: Metro 304NS
Selection of Candidates for Final Engine Testing
After completing the Second Interim Engine Test, the mate-
rials evaluated in both Interim Engine Tests, as summarized in
Tables IX, X, XI, XlI, XIII and XlV, were compared with the objec-
tive of setecting the most promising candidates for the Final
Engine Testing of Task VI. The following criteria were used in
the selection process:
o Abradabillty
o Cost
o Inspectability
o Ease of refurbishment
Along with these criteria, material availability was considered.
At the time of the selection of Task VI test materials, the status
of the Union Carbide materials was undetermined. Consequently,
UCAR materials were selected for the Final Engine Test only if
there were no other acceptable candidates, and if the hardware was
already available from procurement earlier in the project.
A summary of the acceptable candidates from the First and
Second Interim Engine Tests is presented in Table XV. After con-
sidering all factors as discussed above, the candidate materials
listed in Table XVI were selected for the Final Engine Testing of
Task VI and approved by the NASA Project Manager. i
i
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I TASK III - COMPONENT DESIGN
Scope
i
_: The objectives of this task were as follows:
o Identify the engine components and parts that had to be
physLcally changed to accommodate the abradable test
materLals.
o Establish the engine build-up clearances necessary to
achieve the desired rub on the candidate abradables dur-
ing engine testing.
,_ o Document these findings in appropriate engineering
i drawings and acceptance criteria to permit fabrication
of engine test hardware.
o Make predictions of engine performance effects and com-
ponent 1Lfe of the shroud abradable seal systems based
on Tasks I and II.
The Task III design was accomplished in two phases. The
first phase was a preliminary design meant to define modified
hardware and assembly criteria for the Task II and IIA Interim
Engine Tests. The second phase was a modification of the abrad-
i able hardware for the final design based on both analysis and the
! Interim Engine Test results.
Design Modifications
t_i_. Hiqh-Pressure Compressor. The principal parts compris-ing hlgh-pressure compressor system are the rotating radial-
flow impeller and its companion stationary shroud. The shroud
contour matches the contour of the outer edges of the adjacent
impeller vanes, and forms the stationary boundary of the airflow
,> path from the impeller inlet to its exit.
The face of the shroud adjecent to the impeller blades is the
surface subject to blade rubs, and therefore, the place to use
abradable coatings to minimize the clearance between the impeller
and the shroud during engine operation. To change the HP compres-
sor shroud requires extensive engine disassembly and assembly,
adding considerable cost and downtime to the engine test program.
Therefore, to minimize the engine disassembly and assembly oper-
atlons, the standard impeller shroud was modified to provide for
: insertion of a 1.27-mm (0.5-1nch) diameter abradable-coated plug
(replaceable shoe) into the gas path (as shown in Figure 90). The
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COATING
r TEST
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a. PRODUCTION b. MATE TEST
CONFIGURATION CONFIG" IRATION
Figure 90. Schematic of the High-Pressure Compressor
Shroud and the Impeller Showing both the
Production configuration and the Location of
the Abradable-Coated Plug (Replaceable Shoe)
for the MATE Test Configuration.
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plug can be readily adjusted to provide the desired clearance con-
tact with the impeller. In addition, the shroud was modified to
provide for the installation of six proximity probes to monitor
the impeller-abradable seal clearances, and to provide data for
use in establishing impeller-to-shroud incursion rates. A view of
the shroud showing the shoe and the proximity probe locations is
presented in Figure 91. Figure 92 is a view of an uncoated
INCONEL 718 alloy replaceable shoe.
The compressor case assembly and the interstage compressor
diffuser were also modified to provide an access from the external
surface of the case to permit replacement of the test shoe without
engine disassembly.
2. Hiqh-Pressure Turbine.. The hlgh-pressure turbine
shroud design consists of a stationary, essentially cylindrical
ring attached to an upstream turbine nozzle assembly carrying the
abradable-seal material on its inside diameter. In its installed
position, the shroud is in the rotating plane of the turbine
_otor, with the abradable material adjacent to the rotor-blade
tips.
The standard high-pressure turbine shrouds are uncoated seg-
ments that are carried on circular support rings as shown in
Figure 93. For the abradable testing, the shroud and shroud sup-
ports were modified as shown in Figure 94. The inside diameter of
the shroud segments was moved radially outward to provide space
for the abradable coating. The clearances were controlled by
machining the I.D. of the abradable to provide a radial build-up
clearance that was calculated to yield the desired blade-tip
abradable rub. With this system, the clearances of different seg-
ments (i.e. different materials), machined on the same shroud sup-
port are the same, and no method is available for individual
shroud adjustment. Six clearance-measurement probes were also
installed in the shroud segments to provide information on the
blade-to-shroud incursion and to monitor the operating clearances.
A view of the high-pressure turbine shroud assembly with an ahEad-
able material applied, and the test instrumentation installed is
presented in Figure 95.
3. Low-PressuEe Turbine. The low-pressure turbine con-
tains three stages. Each stage c0n_ists of an integral stator
casting that contains stationary vanes which are located upstream
from the rotor and a continuous ring shroud. The rotor blades are
shrouded with two knife-edge projections at thetip. When assem-
bled as a complete rotor, the knife edges form two parallel ridges
that form two parallel wear tracks on the shroud I.D. during any
contact. The production second-stage configuration is shown in
Figure 96 as a typical LP stage with no coating on the shroud.
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Figure 91. High-Pressure Compressor Shroud Showing the
Location of the Replaceable Shoe and the Six
Clearance-Measurement Probes
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/Figure 92. Replaceable Shoe for Testing Abradable
Candidates in the High-Pressure Compressor
(The Arrow Indicates the Sur£ace for Attach-
ment of the Material) (Mag.: Approximately 3X)
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PRODUCTION
_ HP SHROUD
" (6 UNCODED
SEGMENTS)
Flgu_e 93. Production TFE731-3 High-Pressure
Turbine Shroud Configuration
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MATE HP TURBINEABRADABLESHROUD
HP TURBINE BLADE CONFIGURATION
Figure 94. MATE H:Lgh-Pressure Turbine Abradable
Shroud Configuration
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/Figure 95. High-Pressure Tucbine Shroud Assembly Showing
the Location of the Six Clearance-Measurement
Probes
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JEDGES
LP
LP LP TURBINE
TURBINE TURBINI $TATOR
IrrATOR BLADE VANEVANE
Figure g6. ProductLon TFE731-3 Low-Pressure
Turbine Shroud Configuration
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Each low-pressure turbine nozzle assembly was modifie_i the
minimum amount to accommodate the anradeble test materials, and to
provide the proper clearances to achieve a rub at operating tem-
peratures. No modifications were made to the turbine rotors. The
modified second-stage configuration is shown in Figure 97. Photo-
graphs of the first-, second-, and third-stage nozzle assemblies
are presented in Figures 98, 99, and 100, respectively.
Verification of Design Modifications
The results of the Interim Engine Testing (Tasks II and IIA
indicated that the redesign of the shrouds to accept the abradable
materials, and to provide clearance limits suitable for the MATE
test purposes was satisfactory. Clearances were adjusted slightly
in subsequent testing, but the basic design changes proved accep-
table. Thus, the preliminary drawings employed for the Tasks II
and IIA test configurations were finalized with only minor
changes. In addition to the basic design definitions, the draw-
ings include (either directly or by reference to appropriate
specifications and/or other documents) the quality assurance
requirements necessary to fabricate and accept hardware suitable
for the Task Vl Final Engine Testing.
Engine-AssemblF Clearance Analysis
The cold (room temperature) engine build clearances were
lnitally reduced to a level designed to ensure abradable rubs at
the expected operating temperatures. This reduction was based on
existing engine detail design, current production limits, and pre-
vious teat and post-test critical examination experience. Each
component was analyzed separately, but the average cold radial
clearances applied in the First Interim Engine Test, Build 1, were
approximately half of the normal production engine clearances.
Evaluation of the blade-shroud contact following completion of the
Build I testing verified the validity of the method utili_d to
determine build-up clearances. Thus, the assemblies for the sub-
sequent Interim Engine Tests (Builds 2, 3 and 4) were accom-
plished with only minor changes to some clearances. The meast_red
clearances and the resulting blade-shroud contact data from all of
the Interim Engine Tests were used to establish the assembly
clearances for the Task VI Final Engine Test.
The drawings produced for the Final Engine Test hardware are
tabuled in Table XVllz
Without special instrumentation and/or expensiv_ and time
consuming component testing, it is virtually impossible to sepe:-
ate the improvements of the modified components during engine
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Figure 97. MATE Low-Pressure Turbine Abradable
Shroud Configuration
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Figure 98. First-Stage Low-Pressure Turbine Nozzle Coated
with UCAR AB-2 and Hastelloy-X Honeycomb
Materials
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Figure 99. Second-Stage Low-Pressure Turbine Nozzle
with Solabrade Applied
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Figure i00. Third-Stage Low-Pressure Turbine Nozzle
with Feltmetal FM-522 Applied
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TABLE XVII. TABULATION OF THE DRAWINGS PRODUCED FOR THE FINAL
ABRADABLE COMPRESSOR AND TURBINE HARDWARE
Component Part No. Comments
EP Compressor 3069978 METCO G01 coating
Shroud applied
j i i
HP Turbine PAP242545 UCAR AB-4 coating
Shroud
i i, i , im
LP Turbine
Shroud
First Stage PAP242546 Hastelloy-X Honeycomb
Second Stage PAP24254_ METCO 301-10
Third Stage PAP242548 METCO 304NS
Hi I ,i
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testing. However, based on previous AiResearch experience in com-
pressor and turbine rigs, the effects of component clearance
reduction on engine efficiency can be estimated. Using this tech-
ntquew the performance predictions for the Final Engtno Te_t (Task
VI) are tabulated in Table XVIII. The performance improvements are
presented in terms of improvement in TSFCwhich is measured during
engine testing with standard instrumentation.
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[TABLE XVIII. PERFORMANCE AND LIFE PREDICTIONS FOR THE
! TASK VI FINAL ENGINE TEST!
I Predicted
Performance
• Improvement Predicted
Component (TSFC) Life
HP Compressor -0.3% 150 Hours
HP Turbine -0.4% a
First-Stage LP Turbine -0.4% 150 hours
Second-Stage LP Turbine -0.3% 150 hours
Thlrd-Stage LP Turbine -0.2% 150 hours
,. m
d
TOTAL -1.6
GOAL -1.St
aone of the HPT shroud materlals, Metco 443 (open), did not
rub in the Interim Engine Testl therefore, no prediction
can be made
, m i, i,
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TASK IV - MANUFACTURING PROCESS DEVELOPMENT
The objective of Task IV was to finalize the component fabri-
cation methods of the abradables selected for use in the manufac-
ture of hardware in Task V for the Final Engine Testing (Task VI).
An on going evaluation of the fabrication methods was per-
formed as part of Tasks I, II, IIA, and III, and the results of
these evaluations are discussed in the respective sections of this
report. The evaluation effort included review of supplier mate-
rial specifications and production control documents, and the
refinement of these documents, as necessary, to reflect the
results of earller tasks. This documentation consisted of
AiResearch specifications, drawings, and other documents covering
the procurement and Installation of the selected abradable mate-
rials into the engine components required for the Task VI Engine
Testing.
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TASK V - COMPONENT FABRICATION
Two complete sets of hardware for the high-pressure compres-
sor, the high-pressure turbine, and the low-pressure turbine were
fabricated with the selected abradable gas-path seal coatings to
support the Task VI Final Engine Testing. The abradable materials
used in these components were selected following completion of the
Interim Engine Testing (Tasks II and IIA), as listed in
Table XV. This hardware was fabricated in accordance with the
finalized specification defined in Task IV, and the drawing
requirements established in Task III. The fabrication was accom-
plished by AiResearch or the supplier, as appropriate. Each com-
ponent was subjected to detailed inspection and acceptance in
accordance with the Reliability and Quality Assurance provisions
of the contract. Photographs of each component and photomacro-
graphs (Nag.: 5X) of each coated surface were made prior to test-
ing. Test results will be covered in Volume II of this Project
Completion Report.
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COST OBJECTIVE
The Project 2 cost goal (contractual objective) is listed
below. The other goals of this project will be discussed in
Volume II of this report.
o Coating cost not to exceed I0 percent of the part cost.
Based on productlon-type quotes, and the design changes
developed in this project, the cost goals were achieved as illus-
trated in Figure I01. This presents the abradable cost for the
components where potentially acceptable coatings have been identi-
fied for future work. No cost co_parlson was prepared for the BP
turbine segments since only the UCAR AS-4 has been successfully
tested, and this material is not currently commercially available
because of the marketing decision of Union Carbide as discussed
earlier.
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CONCLUSIONS
Based upon the laterial properties evaluations, Interim
Engine Tests, and the design and procurement considerations per-
formed in this pro_ect (NA?E Project 2), the materials in
Table III offer the best potential of all materials con-
sidered for use as gas-path seals in the 7FE731-3 Engine. The
materials listed in Table XZV were selected for further evalu-
ation in the Full-8cale Engine Test of Task VI.
The liniaua cost increase goal of 10 percent has been
achieved in all components except the EP turbine. Acceptable pro-
ces_es have been identified, and an abradable design has been
se_ _ted prior to the scheduled 1SO-hour endurance test.
The Final Engine Test results and Post-Test Evaluations
are described in Volume lI of this report.
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(a) Optical View of Rub Area (Mag.: 4X)
(Arrows Show Pins That Held the Material in Place)
(b) SEM Image of Rub Area (Mag.: 100X)
Figure 51. High-Pressure Turbine Shroud Segment BR-I
(Bradelloy 500) Showing One of the Smeared
Regions Present After the First Interim
Engine Test, Build 2
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